MATCH REPORT
Volume Vs RG7 Black
26/
26/1/2019
/2019
POM: Laura Callaways (RG7 Black)
POM: Katie Antcliffe (Volume)

Volume welcomed back their GS Emma Poole for her first game since having a baby and got off to
a flying start scoring the first 4 goals. RG responded with some fast on court play especially from
C Suzie Maroof who pushed the ball to the circle allowing their shooters to find their feet and
convert their chances. RG took advantage of some passing errors from Volume and took control
with the quarter ending 9 goals to 8 in their favour

Volume started to settle at the beginning of Q2, taking time with their passing and keeping
possession. RG kept up the pace throughout Q2 with some great space and feeding from WA
Laura Milne to their borrowed GA. Lots of shooter to shooter passing from Volume allowed them
to get closer to the post managing to score 13 to RGs 6 and the quarter ended 21-15 to Volume

Volume came out fighting in Q3 determined to increase the gap. Their defence really put on the
pressure and some fantastic interceptions from player of the match GK Katie Antcliffe allowed
them to turn a few centres and keep RGs goals to a minimum scoring 15 to RGs 4. Q3 ended 3619 to Volume

An even final quarter with RG continuing to fight scoring 15 to Volumes 16. Player of the match
GD/GK Laura Callaways tight marking might made it difficult for Volume to pass into the circle
and she capitalised on some missed shots sending the ball back up court. RGs GS Morag Bell
scored a number of fantastic long range shots but it wasn’t enough to make up the gap from Q3.
An enjoyable and friendly game ending with a volume win 52-34

Final Score: Volume 52 – RG7 Black 34

MATCH REPORT
TRBL Vs Volume
8/12/2018
12/2018
POM: (TRBL)
POM: (Volume)

Tilehurst started with a few out of position today Claire Beasley normally GD playing C likewise
with volume, Vicky McLaughlin GS for volume, natural position GD/WD. Considering this it was a
low scoring first quarter for all involved Tilehurst coming out ahead though with good shooting
from Lorraine Hancock and Nikki Coleman.

Volume continued to feed the circle well but Sophie Lightowlers GD played out of her skin getting
her arms to most balls fed to GA/GS well covered by Rachel Caswell GK keeping the score to x v x
going into the half time break Sophie Lightowlers doing so well earning her POM status

After the third and a change from Tilehurst saw Donna Hancock move to C and Claire Beasley still
out of position move to WD. Volume seemed to get their flow and started to put the pressure
turning over lots by their man of the match Katie Antcliffe GK who stopped the ball being fed
over head with her fabulous interceptions, volume really pulled back into the game here and
capitalised oh Tilehurst change.

Going into the last quarter a change back to the starting line up for Tilehurst saw them manage to
maintain their early lead they made and come out on top but Volume persisted and pushed for
half and throughly deserved their point scoring.

Final Score: TRBL 32 – Volume 16

MATCH REPORT
Volume Vs Aces
03/
03/11/2018
11/2018
POM: Lauren Jennings (Volume)
POM: Alex Webb (Aces)

The game started even with the ball working from each end and each team scoring their own
centre, however errors from Volume allowed Aces to take advantage of the turnovers and take a
strong lead. First quarter finished 16-6 to Aces.

Volume came out with much more fight and put pressure on Aces. However strong shooting from
the Aces combo, especially POM Alex saw Aces barely miss. Some good interceptions from
volumes centre court disrupted the game and allowed the volume shooters to find their flow a
little more. The 2nd quarter finished with aces still holding their lead 27-19

The third quarter saw lovely play by Aces working it up court to their shooters. Making the most
of their own centres and scoring on turnovers. Volume made a break at the end of the quarter
and bought the score to 34-27.

Both teams came out fighting into the last quarter, and some tough defence from volumes POM
Lauren saw Aces advantage decrease with it being made hard for the ball to get into the circle.
Both teams kept on fighting right up until the last minute, Aces held onto the well-deserved lead,
but Volume managed to get within 5 to gain the extra point.

Final Score: Volume 36 – Aces 41

MATCH REPORT
Volume Vs Nexus
06/
06/10/201
10/2018
/2018
POM: Lauren Jennings (Volume)
POM: Leigh Mytton (Nexus)

The second meet for these 2 teams this week. An even start from both teams with the ball
playing from end to end with turnovers from both defence. A low scoring first quarter with 5
goals a piece.

The second quarter stayed the same, each team making turnovers but then losing their own
centre. An injury to the Volume GS saw them play the rest of the game with 6. Nexus made a last
turnover which saw them going into the third quarter leading by 1 - another low scoring quarter
10-9.

Nexus came out fighting against 6 but volume held their own, by the end of the quarter nexus
took advantage of the extra player and made some good interceptions to make a few turnovers,
they led the third quarter by 3. 17-14

The pressure of 6 players started to show and nexus took advantage, although volume defence
made it difficult, Nexus defenders made it equally as hard. Nexus found the net more and the
lead started to creep away from volume. However, hard fought by Volume they managed to keep
the score within 5 and gain the extra point. The game was well played by all on court.

Final Score: Volume 19 – Nexus 23

MATCH REPORT
Volume Vs RG7 Black
15/09/2018
15/09/2018
POM: E. Craig (Volume)
POM: Charlotte Ellis (RG Blacks)

Volume faced off against RG Blacks for the first game of the season on a surprisingly sunny
Saturday this week.
Both teams started well, with excellent court play from both sides and the quarter ended in a
fairly evenly matched 11-10. Volume leading by 1

Play continued with RG Blacks defence making some key turn overs and maintaining their centres
to pull back the quarter and lead 21-20

Volume came back in the third quarter with excellent feeding into the circle and fantastic
shooting from their best player E. Craig. Ending the quarter ahead 34-26

Undeterred RG Blacks didn’t hold anything back until he 4th and final quarter with their best
player Charlotte Ellis making space and hitting her mark on her shots. RG winning the quarter but
not the game. Final score: Volume 41- RG Blacks 36. Well played by all.

Final Score: Volume 41 – RG7 Black 36

